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### Popular Online Reading Challenges
- Bookriot.com’s ReadHarder Challenge
- PopSugar’s Reading Challenge
- Around the World in 52 Books on Goodreads
- Read,Sleep,Repeat’s Diverse Reading Challenge

### Questions to ask yourself before starting your own Group Reading Challenge
- Will this group meet in person, online, or both?
- How many books will be sufficient for the challenge to be challenging, but not TOO challenging?
- Will everyone read the same book or different books?
- Will everyone work on the same categories each month or will people be able to work on whichever categories they choose each month?

### How to Get Started
- Get the list of categories when they are released
- Create bookmarks to put into books/audio books the library has on the shelves
- Put up a display in December or January with some of the books and a sign promoting your club
- Send out an e-mail to those who sign up before the first meeting with the category list and book suggestions
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